
 

FREESTYLE BASICS 

*Kicking 

-Kick from the hip/not from the knee 

-Kicks should be steady and continuous 

-Kicking drills should be performed on the side, one arm extended up the 

kickboard. 

-Six beat kick, for all races 200 yds. and shorter. Kicks should be steady and 

consistent in length. Not one big kick followed by several smaller kicks. 

-The swimmer should never kick deeper than the width of the body. 

*A new strategy which is gaining popularity is the idea of letting the legs relax 

during the first half of the race (using them only to maintain body alignment). 

Then utilizing the legs full strength on the back half of the race when the arms may 

begin to fatigue. 

*Body movement, rolling from side to side. Freestyle should be swam 

predominantly on the side, very little time spent in a flat position. The shoulders 

squared in the water is the most resistant part of the body, rolling from side to side 

allows one shoulder to continually be out of the water. 

*After the hand enters the water, the arm should extend 2-3 inches forward to 

maximize extension and full length of the stroke. This motion allows for a smooth 

stroke transition and body roll. 

*The hand enters the water on a line in front of the shoulder. 

*The index finger enters first/ the little finger exits first. 

*The hand is close to the body during recovery. 

*The head should remain still and relaxed, except when breathing. If the head 

moves it can cause the hips to "wag" during the stroke. 

*In order to utilize core body strength, the hand entry must be properly timed 

with the hip roll. 

*The pull should be simple and reach directly under the torso about eight inches 

deep. 

*Swimmers should try to eliminate the body "bob" as the hands enter the water. 

*Swimmers need to concentrate on accelerating the arms through the zone. 

*The head should never be completely below the surface of the water. 

*Always maintain a long arm stroke. 

*The most efficient Freestyle swimmers will pull with their hand, forearm and 

shoulder. 

*Properly timed hip rotation provides tremendous power to the stroke. 

*In sprinting, the swimmer should not breathe bilaterally or breathe too often in a 

50 yd. race. A swimmer should know exactly how many breaths to take. Male 

swimmers may not need to breathe at all in a 50 yd. sprint. 


